Multi Modal Biometric Recording for research, home and performance training

Bluetooth or
Connectivity
for real-time data capture and feedback

Two, Four or Eight Channel models
available providing for any combination of EEG,
Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), Skin Temperature
and more!

Competitively Priced and Open Source
Ask for details about the Open Source data transfer
protocols, as well as our competitive pricing

Fully Portable

Visualisation and Feedback

Vilistus is a hand-held system that runs on two
Vilistus training options include it's own software,
standard AA Batteries with up to 24 hours usage per connection to 3rd party systems or The MindCube
charge.
and our DVD play interruption hardware

TheMindPeople.com present the future of multi modal biometric training and brainwave entrainment for the home and personal
performance marketplace. With specially designed state of the art hardware and software (providing the option of open-source
protocols for data transfer), the Vilistus is THE product to use if you're interested in investigating and using biofeedback and
Neurofeedback.
Our advanced communications software allows for up to FOUR Vilistus units to be attached to a single PC, making group feedback for
Focus groups or classroom sessions a reality.
The Vilistus products operate at up to 5121 Samples Per Second providing complete coverage for EEG,ECG, sEMG as well as other
biometric measures such as Galvanic Skin Response, Skin Temperature and others.
Vilistus is the ideal unit to use in the home for: Heart Rate Variability (HRV); stress management; for athletes and leaders to get “in
the alpha zone”; schools, colleges and universities to begin to teach and experiment with biofeedback and neurofeedback and for
clinicians to provide as inexpensive trainers to provide “homework” protocols.
Teach your children to relax while doing their homework or revision; and see how much more focussed they can be in their GCSE, A
level or college exams!
The Vilistus software, provided with the Vilistus-2, Vilistus-4 or Vilistus-8, provides a flexible and intuitive Windows based data
capture, recording and feedback tool. It is:
Easy to Learn and use
Simple to configure for sessions
Comes with statistical analysis functions to monitor performance from one session to another
In-built EEG filtering to allow direct access to Theta, Alpha, SMR, Beta and Gamma waves
As simple or sophisticated as you need
Supports up to FOUR Digital Sampling Units simultaneously
Averages and displays GSR and RTRT data
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256 SPS for Vilistus-2 and Vilistus-4

Multi Modal Biometric Recording for research, home and performance training

Introducing MindFocus
Mindfocus provides for the automatic collection of biometric information from Focus groups, classrooms and Special Interest Forums
Whenever group leaders, be they in advertising, marketing, education or government, want to accurately measure an audience's
response to a given stimulus they have, in the past, been reliant on manually driven subjective measurements such as RTRT (Real
Time Response Test) or structured questionnaires.
While subjective polling has its place, there is also a need to provide instant “unconscious” feedback from a group in a way that can
be cross referenced with traditional research modalities.
Imagine, for example, an advertising agency that can monitor the audience's response to a proposed advertisement on a moment to
moment basis, without the attendees having to twiddle dials or tick boxes. Or, within education, being able to assess the response to
a topic at both a conscious and unconscious level. Both these scenarios are possible with MindFocus from TheMindPeople.com.
MindFocus, powered by Vilistus, uses Galvanic Skin Response, Skin Temperature and Blood Volume Pulse to provide the unconscious
arousal state, which our RTRT and keypad accessories get feedback from the conscious mind.

For more information on Vilistus and how it can help you in the home, office or clinic, or provide you with a basis for multi-modal
group research,

Please contact:
TheMindPeople.com
Fernlea House
Newby
Penrith, CA10 3EX
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1 931 714053
Fax: +44 (0) 870 051 6591
email: sales@themindpeople.com
or visit our website at http://www.themindpeople.com

